ABSTENERSE CANDIDATURAS SIN EXCELENTE NIVEL DE INGLES
We have jobs available across numerous Gaming and IT disciplines and are always interested in
hearing from senior and experienced professionals, be they developers, programmers, designers,
artists or project managers. If you think you have what it takes to make it to the next level in your
career, get in touch today!

Job Vacancy: Java Developer
Localisation: Dublin // Salary: Based on experience
Our client, a leading provider of solutions for the transport sectors is looking for an experienced Java
Developer, familiar with different java technologies and who have the ability and willingness to work
on all aspects of their product set.
Depending on your experience, you will be involved in areas from product design through to
development, integration, test and delivery. We are looking for a motivated team player, who enjoys
working in a dynamic environment with leading edge technology.
You will be working as an integral part of the product development team on all technical aspects of
company suite of applications and working with an integrated team of business analysts, product
managers and QA.
Key Requirements:







We are looking for developers with solid experience using Java/J2EE technologies including
many of the following:
Strong Java skills, with 5+ years experience with enterprise Java in a commercial
environment.
Technical experience should include good knowledge of a number of the following
technologies: JSP, GWT, Hibernate, EJB3, Eclipse, ANT, JBOSS. While having experience in
these technologies is an advantage, note that full training will be provided as required for
the right candidates.
Experience of the following an advantage: SQL Server 2005/2008, Agile development
Methodologies, Javascript, AJAX, CSS
You should have experience of the full product development lifecycle.

Education:


Degree level qualification in a computer or computer related discipline.

If this interest you, and you want to make it to the next level in your career within an exciting
company based in Central Dublin, apply in our web page www.itgconex.ie or call on +353 1 6874010,
text on +353 0864161120 or email info@itgconex.ie

